In showing the richness and diversity of the ground-based views with a lot of ambiguous dichotomy such as here/there, longitudinal/vertical, figure/ground, thing/field, the body/field bi-polar opposition was considered to be the most basic. The landscape is believed to float over the framework composed of these bi-polar opposition systems with the body/field in its center. The body of the self is incorporated into the landscape. Especially, the concept of the ego-field derived from body/field is proved to be of practical importance.
INTRODUCTION
There has been an extremely wide range of issues such as visual, semiotic, phenomenological or others, about the landscape. The paper tries to provide a wide outlook on these matters in order to restructure the epistemological framework for landscape theories. In doing so, instead of having discussions in details, it stresses on preparing broader views commanding and synthesizing extensively disseminated issues.
To what extent can the environmental or biological determinism be justified in connection with the theories and issues around landscape? Their aims and limits of validity are to be discussed.
Most of previous theories seem to be more or less focused on individual aspects of landscape? There should be more attention to the social aspect in the hope that commonly enjoyed landscape would be expected to improve and even promote peoples relationships.
From the epistemological viewpoint, discussions on landscape are not free from different kinds of ambiguities, i.e., subject/object, individual/social, natural/artificial and so on. While these ambiguous articulations tend to provoke much difficulty and disappointment in our discussions, we must be patient in finding positive value of ambiguity, namely, dynamism and productivity of meanings, resulted from categorical freedom in order to find new realms in our knowledge.
It is really upon this mind that ambiguous dichotomy such as tin/space, subject/object had better be overcome by way of introducing the concept 'field'. The dynamism and productive nature of the field should be investigated theoretically. This concept as an expansion of the body is expected to integrate the other important matters such as affordance, social formation, promenade, flickering and waving phenomena and etc., in the field.
RICHNESS AND SINGULARITY OF GROUND -BASED VIEWS-bird's eye view in contrast with insect's eye view -1) (1) Ground-based view
Landscape is an image of the world emerging at the cross point where visual image of the land and the human spirit intersect. Here, the image of the land largely depends on the relative setting of view point. With this in mind, and prior to open detailed discussions, we are invited to conduct a virtual experiment in order to know the nature of this landscape image (refer to Fig.1 ). Let us suppose that we are in a space ship far away from the mother earth near the moon. Then, vis-a-vis the blue planet showing its perfectly round form glittering against the dark space, we would feel ourselves outside of this.
Then we get nearer, the planet shows its globular surface full of flows of hazy atmosphere covering blue seas and reddish brown lands. As we get much nearer, some details would loom large as a tableau of abstract painting, rather meaningless and chaotic, lacking in concrete form.
Finally, after decent and upon touchdown, the planet would show entirely different and expressive features. Now we are almost embraced by the land full of nuanced shapes. We feel as if we were halfinside the space comparing to the feeling of being outside of it from the high view point.
In contrast with aerial view, ground-based view is full of corners, recesses, bends, shadings, shadows, rumples, hidden dips with irregular edge of boundaries, and tree branches rustling in the breeze. Furthermore, these complex appearances and configurations may (Perspective images of the Ground in relation to the height of view point) Fig.1 Ground -based view vs. bird's eye view. 1) drastically change according to slight change of view point. An entire impression of these features seems to be arranged in a vivid impression of nuanced depth along the ground surface, still leaving a certain sort of chaotic piles of things though.
Here at the end of our virtual experiment, we are reduced to make us feel, instead of a bird's eye or spaceman's view, something like an insect's eye view which allows us to feel that our primordial sensation of body is tightly integrated and sympathetically in intercourse with the field extending in front of us.
Even though ground-based views seem full of many varieties, they are not meaninglessly chaotic but very meaningful in the sense of encouraging the lives to survive.
Men, together with all sorts of fauna and flora, have spun their lives in the bosom of this specific world since eons of years ago.
Leaving that sense of floating among some kind of flooding and flowing foams, now we come into some order apparently stemming from the sense of depth tied with corporal sensation.
This orderly world could be described through a set of ambiguous dichotomies.
(2) Ambiguous dichotomy a) Figure and ground
As illustrated in Fig.1 , the descending view point gives birth to vivid outlines of skylines emerging from undulating surface of the earth. It is a form born from the chaotic view from high sky. Now we are able to recognize a form of mountain clearly silhouetted against the sky and full of expressiveness. Here we have figure-ground dichotomy as often referred to by the classic theory of Gestalt psychology, however this figure is not perfectly closed but the bottom of mountain is found opened and melted in the expanse of the ground. It is therefore called non-closed demi-figure melted into the ground or the field.
b) Here-there
The field or ground expanding in front of us is lacking in the form. This longitudinal surface seems to be contrasted with vertical surface reducing in longitudinal/vertical dichotomy, because as illustrated in Fig.1 , an undulated rise in the distance tends to seem exaggeratedly steep.
This longitudinal surface produces a sense of depth. When depth is regarded as a space where a potential involvement of one's body is projected, it can be called 'field' as definition. The field taken in this sense is therefore placed in the bipolar oposition to one's body as phenomenal ego. Then, the field is apt to be perceived under an ambiguously dichotomized articulation 'here and there'. The former indicates a portion of field relevant and near to one's body and the latter means the other half extending outside of it. The border between is not clear but depending both on configuration of distributed objects and undulating situations. This articulation was first suggested by J. Gibson and later picked up by G. Cullenn as a relevant matter in landscape 2) . The form is a special situation of the field which is contoured or demarcated by boundary of topographical undulation or folded edges etc. This is often taken as 'thing'. Thing/field dichotomy may be possible for convenience's sake. A thing is somewhat a particle on the field.
c) Inside-outside
In contrast with high viewpoint, a ground-based view tends to be short-sighted caused by different kinds of objects obstructing our line of sight. Row of houses along narrow streets, mountainsurrounded basin and a tree casting a shadow over us would provide a feeling of enclosed domain always exhaling flavor of our body at its center.
This irregularly distributed open-close impressions of sights are inclined to be forming a sense of domain, accordingly resulting in a more basic 'sense of inside' inherent to the ground-based view.
Ambiguity inherent to dichotomous articulation of ground-based view is showing a floating character like an image of winds.
(3) Here as Ego-field 3) Above mentioned ground-based view is more or less linked with the sense of depth yielded by the longitudinal surface. It is reasonable to apply the term 'field' to this ground in the sense that it means a place to do something like training and lodging for troops or cultivating for agricultural people. The corresponding Latin word camp, campus or the French term 'champs' all signify places for actions of temporal lodging, cultivating or teaching.
Similarly, corresponding the Japanese term 'Ba'(場) is believed to mean originally a place to conduct community events, agricultural works, domestic collaboration and so on.
With the depth inviting us to work, operate or collaborate in it, the field is providing space for us to act something in extending our body over there.
The field in this sense which is inseparably related to the sense of body is represented especially around the place immediately adjacent to one's body. Because this domain of space is really palpable and tangible.
As demonstrated in 2 (2) the perspective image of ground tends to show psychologically bi-polar opposition 'here and there' This is especially true in case where the ground shows a gap at dip or boundary discontinuity. One of the most typical cases is seen in 'borrowed landscape garden' as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Sitting inside the salon, one can see a private garden enclosed by hedge beyond which solemnly resides a holy mountain in disatnce. In contrast with distant object, this small 'here' space has often drawn keen interest of landscape designers or researchers. It is reasonable enough that Shinohara 4) inspired by the work of G. Cullen called this 'view point field' putting importance because of its richness in human design elements and also its operational feasibility of design.
With careful observation, this nearby space to us comes to show hierarchical structure. The first one is defined by a fence of garden, the second is composed of a marginal frame of eaves and a verandah boundary edge.
The retinal image of one's nose together with other parts of one's body demarcating margin of our visual field, as truly emphasized by J. Gibson, constitutes an important factor to give birth to the sense of phenomenal ego 5) . Similarly the 'here' space is apt to yield something like phenomenal ego. Thus, at the extremity of this hierarchical folding system, one's body is reduced to be the least but the most essential ego-field 3) . The introduction of the idea of the ego-field allows us to know the intrinsic value of this space adjacent to the human body and thereby it would give designers deeper creative insight to this space. In fact, inside this space, some items with human flavor such as pieces of furnitures, utensils for tea service, arranged flowers may preferably be put in sight for enhancing the sense of ego. In addition, the following matters are worth noting for the ego-field. The first is that the boundary of ego-field provides the landscape with a frame within which distant landscape elements become meaningful. In case of borrowed landscape, holy mountains are often invited to appear in the frame thus arranged with edges of eaves, verandah, and columns as illustrated in Fig.3 (Entsuji Temple). Even hedges and trees in garden are efficiently used.
After semiotic reflections, Uspensky made a remarkable suggestion such that no artistic text can acquire the qualification of art without a frame 7) . This stands true even in case of a novel which begins with introductory phrases and ends in epilogue. This artistic effect may be caused by its focusing capability giving birth to some estrangement effect.
In addition to the above mentioned facts derived from ground-based views, some biology-based environmental cognition theories seem relevant as follows.
SOME RELEVANT COGNITION THE-ORIES
(1) Theory of Umwelt J. V. Uexküll, in his well known subjective environmental theory of animals, proclaims as follows 8) . For instance, all animals grasp objects with nippers or pincers between two arms. The one is a perceptive arm, the other is an active arm. They carve a perceptive sign (Merkmal) on things by one arm and an action sign (Wirkmal) by the other.
Through these operations, a certain image of object conveys a perception sign while the same object becomes a conveyer of active sign. The perception sign motivated by action sign provides us with meaning-motivated things.
Further, according to Uexküll, the same perceptual images may change its meanings in lived world depending on their physiological feeling (Stimming) or mental framework. For example, even a chair may be used as weapon when it is brutally thrown. This may suggest a wide variety of possibilities of metaphorical symbolism of things. A tree extending branches full of leaves may therefore suggest a possible meaning of body refuge, as is often referred to in Appleton's theory. This suggests the importance of symbolism as well as of interpretation of a scene in landscape.
For Uexküll, the meaning of the object being thus produced is not deterministic, but is dependent on one's autonomous positivity.
(2) Affordance theory
In his theory of the visual world, J.J.Gibson having mainly dealt with the perception of depth, he dares to face this problem of meaning at the last parts of his book. As he puts it in his first book "The Perception of the Visual World (1955)", the visual world conveys wide varieties and levels of meanings 5) : (a) things look as if they were capable of being grasped or pushed;
(b) simple use-meaning for the satisfaction of needs such as are embodied in food-objects, toolobjects, play-objects, dangerous objects….;
(c) meaning of instruments, devices, constructions and machines.
At the moment of his first publication, these interesting descriptions about meaning however remained unsure beside his outstanding depth theory appeared in the first part. It was barely 30 years later that he stepped carefully into his hypothetical idea of affordance in "The ecological approach to visual perception 6) ". Before referring to abstract painting in the first book, he says "The world may have a residual and important sort of meaning even when viewed with the purest attitude of contemplation".
For him, use-meaning, meaning of instruments and other kinds of conventional signs or symbols are those to be learned and acquired a posteriori, and therefore these meanings should be detached under certain circumstances such as perceptions of patients with brain injuries, and so on.
'The residual and important sort of meaning' would be something called 'affordance' later.
When a chair appears as an object to be seated, it might show its own affordance. But its shape may comprise something impure, such so designed as to appear chair-like. On the contrary, if a chair is unexpectedly used as a step stool to pick up the item stacked at higher place or as a weapon indicated earlier, it must have shown its pure meaning as affordance.
He puts clearly that "squeezableness is something which seems to be located in the object, not in the hand. It refers to the present, not to the past". This passage appeared in his first book "The Perception of the Visual World" clearly predicts the comming idea of affordance that he proclaimed explicitly in his last book "The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception" 6) . The affordance is a substantial object rejecting any kinds of social symbolism. Here may be his stoicism to reject all kinds of post-learned or socially conventional meaning. In case of application, however, the theory of meaning had better be taken in broader sense including conventional, social and other post-learned meaning.
As a substitute for the word 'figure' proposed in Gestalt Psychologist to express their fundamental idea of structured visual entity, he preferred to use 'shape' for this visual substance assuming affordance.
If affordance seems to be an attribute inherent to the substance and independent of learning, is it submitted to a sort of environmental determinism? It is not necessarily true.
First, affordance depends strongly upon the appeared shape of objects which largely vary according to the ralative setting of view point. Second, based on the suggestions by Uexküll, a single shape may provide multiple possibility of affordance according to the present feeling. Thirdly, among a complicated pile of a great number of objective substances equipped with affordances of different kinds, we must find the best one which meets desired relevant kinetic movement of our body.
In these senses, theory of affordance allowing one's positive freedom of choice in meaning is not necessarily deterministic.
(3) Habitat theory
Now, lets us come back once again to the groundbased view. On the one hand, we have a lot of complex patterns of human behaviors to cope with risks, desires or admires, on the other hand, our environments shown as ground-based views are ready to offer almost infinite numbers of possible appearances depending on viewpoints.
Among uncountable numbers of combinations of two patterns, they are likened to find mutually better adaptation like a key and keyhole. A site composed of natural elements such as trees, bushes, geomorphologic undulations,water streams, rocky sites accompanied by human habitations are potentially full of such motivations especially when their appropriate combinations are selected and prepared views through a certain angle, that is, a landscape.
Therefore our problem is to find the relevant human desire and to find better corresponding environmental views just like searching to accomplish a perfect picture in jigsaw puzzle.
The excellent answers was given by J. Appleton, based on the habitat theory9). Stress is put on the most important desire for the life, namely, the survival. A favorite view for answering this is such that one is allowed to keep his potential targets or enemies in sight never-the-less with remaining himself hidden from them, i.e. 'seing without being seen'. This landscape pattern is called refuge-prospect. Viewing a distant mountain from one's garden more or less veiled from outside, typically seen in a borrowed landscape garden cited earlier is a good example. Unlike the above cited two theories, this principle is explicitly focused on esthetic experience of landscape.
The success of Appleton's theory largely consists in his splendidly exclusive focus on human primitive desire of survival expressed simply in the form of refuge-prospect.
Before concluding this section, it may be reasonable to raise doubts once again regarding preference of landscape. To what extent are these theories restricted or not by biological or environmental determinism? If the meaning-motivated image or preference as for landscape is not necessarily deterministic and non-causal, then to what extent can it be justified as a product of the subjective creativity and autonomy?
In the case of refuge-prospect theory, for example, might not it have risked to be reduced to a certain extent in an environmental determinism at the expense of freedom in human esthetics? A tall tree may represent a refuge, but one can imagine a tree dispersing tinted leaves fluttering around against the cold wintry wind. This image is apt to start an infinite chain of association process inviting us into uncontrollable poetic world, beyond the refugeprospect state.
However, the desire for survival could be deemed as being selected indeterministically? And also, the introduction of the idea of symbolism in his theory, which allows an esthetic efficiency of metaphorical forms, may suggest possibilities also somewhat beyond determinism.
Any way, after the coming of these theories, the experience of landscape can not be conceived independently of the involvement of one's body. The landscape is no more mere an objective substance independent of the self.
Having opened a new window of landscape researches, these previous theories are more or less founded on biological theories focusing their discussions on individual experiences. Regrettably, therefore, social aspects might have risked being ignored.
These questions lead us to a new realm of mannature bonds as creative partnership. Here, creations in design must imply not only physical but also interpretations of landscape. All of these matters may have to be left for future discussions.
SOME PRACTICAL ASPECTS IN DE-SIGN
(1) Locomotion in landscape a) Outline of the problem As stated earlier, the sense of body involvement in space or manipulative meaning is one of the crucial matters in landscape. This is especially persuasive all the more in case of one's locomotion in space where one's latent desire of body movement is relatively focused on a simple pattern, namely, smooth and comfortable locomotion. It must be stressed again here that this sense depends entirely on perspective image of space, not on form described in Euclidian geometry.
This type of landscape design is often found in stepping stones designed in a narrow alley inviting us to a tea ceremonial cottage. This design with its suggestive arrangement of stones successfully accepts men's latent desire of rambling about on gentle irregularity of mossed terrain. b) Highway alignment 10) Modern highway design has shown keen interest in geometric arrangement of its longitudinal form. The theory of geometric design was introduced originally from the requirement of dynamic safety of a running vehicle, mostly calculated by kinetic dynamics. In accordance with the introduction of high speed motorway systems, the driver's psychological comfort became relevant, due to which engineers have been more and more concerned with visual 'smoothness' of alignment. This need has encouraged engineers to introduce highly flexible geometric elements called 'clothoidal transition curve' and also three-dimensional coordination of vertical and horizontal curves in order to avoid unexpectedly distorted perspective forms. 4 shows an elementary example of the effect caused by the use of such curves to alleviate abrupt change in centrifugal force. The clear improvement, however, cannot be justified without reference to something beyond vehicular dynamics nor driving psychology directly linked with safety. Instead, something beyond simple stimuli-reactions principle is needed. In other words, something rooted to more indirect and expressive satisfaction, i.e., esthetics. This provably suggests a world of affordance.
c) Space adjacent to highway lanes
The psychological smoothness of driving depends not only on visually smooth and continuous road alignment. It tends to be affected much by landscaping in the adjacent space outside of the road. In this context, harmony between surrounding terrain undulation and geometric arrangement of road is extremely important. In case where adjacent form of earthworks caused by road construction does not smoothly combine with road surface, even threedimensionally refined arrangement of road alignment is not able to offer visual easement or rather corporeal satisfaction in terms of affordance-related involvement into the space. This kind of mental mechanism cannot be explained without reference to affordance.
(2) Aquaphilia symbols
11)
During the late 1970's to the 80's, the central area of the city of Hiroshima experienced a large scale embankment project along the river Ohta coping with high tidal waves. In the course of the design procedure, major discussions were focused on engineering feasibility of two ideas in the main part of the project stretching along 500m:
(a) alteration of convex and concaved form; (b) application of multileveled form. The first idea consists in articulating and breaking down this long bank into an appropriate human scaled spaces. Instead of constructing long and dull bank wall, two depressed, gentle slope covered with green turf are proposed, inside of which, small steps are carved, going down to a lower terrace. As a result of these double concaved arrangements, the bank is provided with semi-closed cozy spaces as contrasted with convex and high promenade commanding extensive views.
The second idea is to put the bank into multileveled configuration such that the highest promenade level shifts down to a lower promenade through green slope, then, finally going down to water edge by the aid of jetty bank projecting to water level. The idea of jetty bank is based upon existing old hydraulic facilities conceived both to alleviate erosion forces possibly causing damage in bank and also for maintaining normal flow and depth in the center of river bed. This jetty bank was expected to bring about historical images of the river.
These two outlines resulting in forming a threedimensional irregular space have provoked a lot of doubts and discussions among relevant engineers because a homogeneous cross section had been believed to be desirable in compliance with the uniform open channel hydraulic theory. Above all, proposed restorations of the old jetty bank were refused and set aside during argument (Fig.6) .
After a long debate, we agreed finally to discuss the matter based on local in-situ conditions instead of universal national engineering codes. This manner of discussions allowed us to reach common understanding and agreement:
(a) Due to a previously implemented giant discharging by-passing water channel, the high water proved not to highly exceed lower promenade level; (b) Against very rare stormy tidal waves, the turfed slope can be resistant enough if provided with underground erosion control devices;
(c) The removal of jetty bank may cause changes in ecological conditions in branch flows at the upper stream, which may cause inconveniences to fishermen; (d) The jetty dike plays multiple role, i.e. erosion control for bank wall, and maintaining a stable depth of stream in the river center which is favorable for increasing possibility of water transport; (e) Waterfront details around jetty dikes must be studied much more from the view point of landscape and engineering heritage; (f) Bank design must be so arranged as to be in harmony with the stone wall of the Hiroshima castle, as this place is an outer part of the ancient moat.
These indented waterfront arrangements, allowing gradual access to water, are expected to promote aquaphilia symbols. Some concaved spots incorporated within provide simultaneously comfortable body niche and good prospect to the wide water surface. These features represent desirable affordance character for a refuge-prospect state.
ENHANCING A SENCE OF PHENOM-ENAL EGO (1) Human interests in landscape
Incorporating human interests such as trees, houses, trails, steps and bridges have been believed very effective in East Asian painting traditions. Above all, a human figure or a personage promenading along landscapes is extremely important to allow us to enjoy imaginary promenades. This personage can be our substituted ego. A small trail that he follows or a modest but comfortable bower under a tree where he could rest could also be effective. These play a role of affordance-actuating symbols as they provide clues to induce our participation in the field. The human interest appeared in the field are not substantial things but mediator signs that induce corporeal involvement of the self.
Such landscape elements as the human figure and other miscellanies supporting his life suggestively represent traces of the body of the spectator himself. This landscape is therefore self-referent and accordingly it is not an object isolated from the self but is linked to his body. Now, leaving our seat as spectators of the world, we are invited to step in and incorporated into landscape. The sense of self or phenomenal ego is now introduced in the landscape.
(2) Meta-landscape through human interests 12) It sholud be noted again that cozy places in the water front, such as small cottages or concaved corners provide possible body niches for people(egofield) commanding a lovely landscape. This kind of landscape is often referred to in Appleton's refugeprospect theory. Here, a person in the landscape viewing a distant landscape can act as a substituted ego inviting us to join him in his landscape. Holding in common the line of vision, we can indirectly enjoy a landscape reflected in his eyes. This scenic situation is a "landscape on landscape" and is worthy of proposing a neologism "meta-landscape". The site must be so arranged as to attract people to be settled in a cozy corner to enjoy the landscape. The importance of this type of site when arranged to constitute a meta-landscape must be stressed all the more because it provides a sense of common enjoyment and social involvement.
As compared with direct refuge-prospect situation, the meta-landscape being more free from manipulative and tangible meaning, seems to be highly esthetic and fantastic. The indirect situation is also referred to in Appleton (1975) 9) . Fig.7 illustrates a man of letters reading a book or in contemplation in a modest hermitage under a pine tree. This is a meta-landscape scene that permits us to image the landscape around him.
CREATIVE PRODUCTIVITY IN THE FIELD (1) Sense of field
The field is an expanse of space supporting the propagation of some effects.
An affordance-oriented world is deemed tangible through extended potentiality of one's body. It can be called a 'field' that accepts any conduct or manipulation whatever proposed in it. It is an expanse of space constituting a 'potential field'. In a general sense of the word, a landscape is not a set of substantial things but the visual and sensuous effects of them. A huge mountain, for instance, creates overwhelming sensations that spread to distant points. It is a sort of radiation of psychological effect in a field rather than the mere existence of things. The word 'field' may eventually remind us a little bit of a concept in physical science, e.g., gravity field or magnetic field.
An object conveys its appearance emerging from its visual outline, whereas a 'field' itself rarely shows its silhouetted form but is lived by our body with fresh rhythm of time in progress within which the human lives. The depth and wavering motion such as a flicker or fluctuation are inherent to the field. These phenomena remind us of the interior aspects of our body lacking in visually structured form but are abundant with the sense of life.
A thing on the field shows an ambivalent or ambiguous phase that can also act as a part of the field when it is manipulated with the extended body. Talking more about ambiguity, 'thing' in landscape is not of sufficiently complete form but is expressive and tends, like a mountain, to be melted into the field at its bottom.
Whereas the field has an aspect of usability as shown in the previous sections, it has another aspect of comfortability. In contrast to the fact that the former seems to result from positive intervention of man to a field, the latter may be linked much with man's passive sense vis-a-vis the field as being embraced or embosomed by something of motherhood. The latter can be called passive affordance.
In connection with field, 'Ma'(間), a Japanese term literally meaning interval or space, is often referred to as a characteristic of Japanese sense of space. This is applied both between things and between thing/ man and also between men. This, being not a simple distance or void, can be explained as a field expanding between the two items full of livable and spiritual tension. Two items laid in the landscape exert the effect of 'Ma'. This effect happens only through intervention of men. He is not a mere spectator of landscape, but is involved in it to produce tensions in the field. This spiritual tension is not produced by causal relationship, but by means of the autonomously produced co-susceptiveness, which is often called 'En'.
Etymologically meaning ties, edge or margin, the concept of 'En'(縁)might stem from the contingent but meaningful human encounters caused by chance 13) . Here again, we meet a non-necessity value produced by positive signification or interpretation of human mentality.
(2) Promenade in the field a) Sequential locomotion
Rather than still visual perception, the taste of field would be more dramatically experienced through locomotion. A promenade in the field really provides a very productive and sequential experience.
As time goes on, new scenes springing out one after another, transform appearances of buildings, hills, rivers and trees. A mountain juxtaposed with a tree may suddenly be separated and possibly may get side by side with clouds of water spray. Clearly silhouetted objects would be melted down into a flowing expanse of surging field. This traveling could be described as a process of deconstructing geographical structure, resulting in generating and giving birth to a sequential fresh landscape. Consequently, after leaving the seat of still spectator of the world, we become truly involved in the world through promenade with our excited and creative bodies. This experience seems transcendental in terms of time/space categorical distinction.
b) Heterogeneity in landscape
When a mountain is viewed from a distant point, it appears silhouetted against the sky. As we go on and accordingly the silhouette disappears, a building in the side of the mountain is going to loom large.
Advancing furthermore, its details will come into the center of our sight. Thus, the experience of landscape in motion slowly reveal unexpected fresh scenes one by one like opening a nested box (Fig.8) . In this sense, an image of a landscape is cherishing other landscapes inside it. It is not homogeneous but potentially extremely heterogeneous.
The experience of field cannot be described as a form, but it may only be enjoyable through a travel. This is because a field is something similar to an inside space which lacks a form but tangible by locomotion. As a trembling copper wire in a magnetic field is capable of generating electric current, a human body enjoying a landscape by traveling around a field is apt to be excited causing to produce fresh landscapes.
(3) Latent signs propagating on potential field
The field is an expansion of ground surface covered with atmospheric sphere, which is susceptible to fluctuation and flickering. If a thing on a field is perceived as a shape or form, the field itself is perceived as nothing but effects of waving motions propagating on it.
Often, among recognized poet societies, any seasonal sign in daily secular life, such as wind, rain and snow, a hazy expanse of cherry blossoms as well as seasonal practices could be considered poetic elements and included in a seasonal poetic dictionary (see APPENDIX A), like in the case of the wintry seclusion in Basho's haiku to be cited in the next chapter. 'Floating clouds and flowing water' and 'winds and moon' often become synonymous expressions of landscape. It is under these cultural traditions that admiration of the moon, cherry blossoms, autumnal tints and even voices of autumnal insects are often introduced and organized as interesting events in banquet accompanied by drinking in the form of sociable communal events.
A faint blowing of breeze causing a rustle of bamboo leaves converting and amplifying it into a tinkle of a pendulous bell under the eaves tends to create coolness.
These seasonal events characteristic of the Japanese culture might be considered as symbolic scenes rather than substantial objects, either in the form of floating and disseminated ephemeral atmosphere of wave propagated across the expanse of the field. All of these seasonal symbols tend to be admired in such a way that they are much favored at the end or the beginning of the season. Designers must intend to find such measures to help people capture a lapsing fragment of lived time flowing in the field. People desire to inspire a fresh lapse of time like a glassful of just pressed out juice.
Further, when captured especially during a lapse of time, these signs might possibly work as if they were whispering signs dispatched by someone's alter ego. In other words, all of these cultural achievements, whether artistic or linguistic, are sincere attempts to receive and amplify faint signs sent by someone beyond human sphere.
These subtle styles of landscape admiration depending on the five senses and social affinity have been almost releagted and must be reinvited once again in the realm of the field-relevant landscape.
The concept of field is significant all the more because even objects appear to be more or less enveloped and floating over an expanse of the field charged with seasonal atmospheres. In the absences of such atmosphere with full sense of life, objects in landscape would be reduced to be dull and spiritless (see APPENDIX B).
INTERCORPOREALITY AND SOCIAL FORMATION IN LANDSCAPE (1) Physiognomic phase
Let us quote an impressive passage written by INOUE Yasushi (1907-1991) , novelist noted for his rich contribution to poetry. "I am always gazed at by Mt. Fuji, any time I go to school, I go bathing in Kinchaku deep water.
Among old scraps of papers of mine sent back to me from my native town, I happened to find the above passage that I made at the 4th year of my primary school. At 11 years old, I wrote that I was gazed at by the Mt.Fuji, instead of looking at the Mt. Fuji.
Immediately after I read this, all of myself who had formerly enjoyed the view of Mt. Fuji, was suddenly replaced by the other myself who is gazed at by Mt. Fuji. I never know in my life such dramatic replacement of something in any circumstances ever.
Under
My younger days in my home town of Izu, my coming back home for summer holidays, the day of responding to the call of my country and coming back. Even the days of funerals of my father and mother…All these days, only the mere reason that I remained gazed at by Mt. Fuji, became faintly brilliant and glorious."
This short essay of Inoue reminds us of the fact that a landscape might possibly change drastically our mental posture in such a way that turning back from admiring the landscape, it comes in referring to the mental condition of admirer himself.
In this sense, landscape is not independent object from us but self-referential. Thus, the experience of landscape floats between the object and subject.
Having been noted for its difficult morphological configurations with severe snowfall, Mt. Ibuki 1377m high, located near Kyoto, has been known as one of the best fields by the Shugen sect monks for their ascetic exercises in pursuit of the truth. This sect is believed to have stemmed from the merging of Buddhism with traditional Japanese mountain worship. For its religious importance since the 8th century, the Mt. Ibukii has been nominated as one of the 100 famous mountains.
Basho, the Haiku Saint respecting the Mt. Ibuki for its virtue of solitude, not depending on flowers nor on snows, recites, Once and again, With Mt. Ibuki in sight, Wintry seclusion Really, this rocky mountain far from being elegant, rather looks like an austere Zen priest.
The above two examples remind us of the facts that an experience of landscape does not necessarily consist of mere object perception. It is the landscape that gazes at us (Fig.7) . This picture illustrates that a man of letters in his hermitage is sitting with his back exposed to the gaze of the mountain as if he were embraced in a cradle. A similar situation is observed in many cases 13) . A philosopher of religion, Martin Buber, puts his ideas about personification, i.e., a sense of being looked at by the 'primordial thou i.e.', or of something coming up toward us is at its origin. For him, this sense of 'you' precedes the ego perception 14) . Is physiognomic perception likely rooted to the primitive embryo of our ethical sense?
All tourists vis-a-vis Mt. Ibuki are not free from his gaze directed to them. At the same time, this phenomenological experience depends on the knowledge of historical facts. In fact, we come to know that sensuous enjoyment of landscape is inevitably linked and accompanied with knowledge. It is therefore semiotic or linguistic as well as phenomenologic.
(2) Linguistic aspects in landscape a) Visual articulation and semiotic articulation
In fact, landscape is not independent from knowledge-based experiences. In other words, it is more or less supported by linguistic articulation of the reality. In the case of Mt. Ibuki and also in many other esoteric mountains, in pursuit of the enlightenment ranging over difficult hill and dale among holy mountains, a lot of priests have successfully discovered plenty of scenic places full of miracles and religious inspirations in falls, old trees, caves, cliffs, rocky peaks, and son on. All of these spots are identified by palace names from generation to generation. In connection with this, any secular settlements are full of place names sometimes holding important historical truth indigenous to the town.
All of these linguistic articulations of landscape experience tend to provide complementary function to the visual articulation.
One of the remarkable application of this linguistic method is found in the garden design traditions of Japan. In particular, large residential estates of feudal lords emulate each other in building promenade gardens with ponds in its center where they like to cite famous place names alluding to poetical events borrowed from any corners of Japanese archipelago. This tradition of giving meaningful names to places, being believed to be going back to the ancient times, can be jointed among methods of space design, as far as it can be taken for a technique to produce meaning in space.
This linguistic method of space design that is often applied to above mentioned religious or sociable communities, is linked with social formation or its revitalization.
We have already experienced a successful example of this kind in contemporary design in Hiroshima. Community ties spring up from the common sphere of working or social activities in the bosom of a common landscape.
Indeed, any form of community cannot afford to be without a set of place names in a concerned portion of land. This geo-linguistic system, not a single word, may possibly be competent to support a wide range of rich communications needed for the solidarity and prosperity of a community. b) Citizen's initiatives in post-occupancy period
As the Hiroshima embankment project proceeded fruitfully resulting in the amelioration of the riverside landscape, a wide variety of citizens have come to show their interests in riverside activities. Among accumulated activities, the followings are worthy of special comments.
First, some of the local people came together to form a group around a popular tree that we decided to preserve after design discussions. This tree had spontaneously been growing among illegal settlement of people having moved here after suffering from the damage by the bomb. The people has voluntarily conducted different kinds of events around this memorial tree. Wide dissemination of its young sprouts among public parks throughout Japan, different kinds of on-site amusement such as picnics, film presentation and greenery maintenance including mother-tree care accompanied by café services, and so on.
Second, water front catering services have started and grown, which have attracted a lot of people to waterfront. Encouraged by these developments, river cruise and boat-taxi service have started since a couple of years. Further, some newly designed building projects like to bring their architectural face to the water.
Thirdly, a 80m-long arrangement of step-down facilities was installed at the cross point of the river flow with the A-bomb vista axis which stars from the A-bomb disaster museum stretching toward the ruined building. This cross point serves as a water front plaza where a lantern-flowing ceremony takes place to mourn the departed souls at the memorial evening. These activities started to take advantage of landscaping project are now found to be capable of reorganizing people's communal ties. Furthermore, It is true that the rearrangement of the river bank has, through the involvement of people's activities, has brought about a considerable degree of both cultural and economic revitalization of the city of Hiroshima. Therefore, landscape rearrangement operations along the river are of such potential power to constitute a series of reediting or compilation of the city.
CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS (1) Ontological ambiguity of landscape
The ground-based views show ambiguous bipolar opposition of here/there, longitudinal/vertical, figure/ground (demi-figure) , inside/outside, shape/ field and time/space. According to the previously cited cognition theories, subject (ego) is ambiguously immersed and opposed to the field in which field/body opposition occurs.
As indicated in the last chapter, sympathetic ties attributed to individual /social are implemented more or less through a set of commonly owned landscape.
Among above mentioned ambiguity, mutual permeation field/ body is the most basic and worthy of further examination.
This opposition is really ambiguous partly because of its imperfect distinctiveness and also because of the fact that the two coupled elements have their stamps on each other.
The landscape seems to float over the network of these different kinds of ambiguous bi-polar oppositions. It might be somewhat anti-Platonic because of its ontological impureness.
The ambiguity is disposed to be expelled to intellectually marginal sphere for its imperfectness and impureness. However, far from being inferior in cultural quality, this subtle and poetic character of landscape, must be re-evaluated as it is, as an evidence and source of dynamism and vividness of vital power in cultural productivity. It is only through an intermediate of this ambiguity of landscape that the individual is anchored to the place and tied to the society.
It is reasonable that A. Berque 15) often referred to the ambiguous character between nature-artificial attributed to Japanese culture, including landscape 15) .
(2) Character of cognitive theories
Can all the discourses about landscape, including cognitive theories well answer scientifically empirical tests? Taking into account the epistemological character of landscape, which depends not necessarily upon causal relationship between objects/subject, nor among compositional objects, the truth might not be somewhat exposed to the trials of our existential engagement fulfilled only by our own sincere experiences?
In other words, a landscape is a sort of text in a Derridean sense. In fact, a landscape is experienced carefully and repeatedly in a deferred lapse of time through visual and corporeal involvement as if it were a written text whose meaning is to be read and whose image is to be perceived as a group of shapes of letters. All the discourses about landscape, had better be taken as a sort of semiotical readings or phenomenological insight even though they partly include scientific facts?
(3) Involvement of self in the landscaping process
The experience of landscape is neither deterministic nor causal, as one's body is incorporated in the field such that it is permeated to the field and the shade of environment is fallen on one's body. The landscape is floating in between. Thus, the landscape is not independently detached from us and therefore the fact is that we are involved in landscape creation both in the physical and interpretative processes. We are responsible both for the physical creation and the cognitive interpretation of landscape. The meaning of landscape is not fully deterministic but more or less contingent upon the mentality of people or the historic reality of a designated place. That is why we must start from the creative interpretation or hermeneutic reading of a place before handling design and management.
The contents of management are exemplified in establishing cognitive mapping as shown for instance in Lynchian image mapping 16) and are followed by its rearrangement to find a desirable pattern of the concerned area. Unlike cognitive mapping in cities, Higuchi proposed a remarkable typological theory on geomorphological semantics based on Japanese geomantic culture 17) . These apparently intend to establish a structured pattern of fields and can be called "place".
This reading or weaving procedure is something like editing and compiling of a text 18) . The Hiroshima embankment project cited in 4 (2) uses this kind of procedure in making of a knot between the river edge line and the A-bomb memorial axis by providing a step-down equipement.
The design is a sort of interpretative conversion of a cognitive structure into the best landscape for a designated place. Crucial points in this cognitive structure assume a representative landscape. Like a matrix, the structured field comprises a set of ingeniously condensed mother landscapes, which can produce a series of meaningful landscapes.
With reference to the discussions in 6 (3), we understand that an experience of landscape is charged with an atmospheric or ephemeral feeling of the field. This wavering effect propagating in the field must be welcome by the mobilization of the five senses in the new realm of landscape design.
As shown in 7 (2) b), the citizen's initiatives in post-occupancy period are able to produce a lot of meaningful symbols in the public space. Due to its social characters, this kind of activities is expected to provide collective landscapes which in turn promote people's friendship.
With this regard, promenading group tours in the field or in towns cited in 6 (2) are also very effective to read, discover and share collective landscapes.
In doing so, a citizen-involved design process must proceed in the form of an infinite chain reaction of images initiated by a professional design work.
(5) Epistemological framework of landscape
Bringing the concept of one's body or egoperception together with the field into the center of discussions, landscape is no more an objective substance independent of the subject self. On one hand, the subject-body is integrated with the field in terms of passive and positive affordance. On the other hand, the subject is in dialogue with physiognomic environments and is apt to endow meanings by way of linguistic means. The former constitutes livable landscape in a broader sense and the latter deals with sociable landscape. Thus landscape ties a place with men and the individual with a society.
The concept of 'field' invites the intervention of body including its promenades and communal activities held over there. Further, it is susceptible to propagating waving motions of any kinds, whether atmospheric flickers or even geomorphological undulations (Fig.9) . Amongst these epistemological frameworks, relevant issues are expected to be located properly.
Due to its permeating and communicating character with the body, it may be called 'corporeal geofield' with the very landscape floating over them.
To sum up, it is only through the virtue of the pivotal landscape that an individual body is anchored to a place and is also tied with a community which is in turn incarnated by a well structured place. Is this enlarged concept of landscape opening a new geo-poetical realm?
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APPENDIX A SEASONAL POETIC DIC-TIONARY
Almanac of seasonal poetical words (Kigo) that appear in the composition of Japanese Haiku poems. Normally, such matters as climate, human events, religious events, fauna and flora, etc., are arranged in seasonal order. Due to its symbolic shortness in 17 syllables, each piece must conventionally insert one. Seasonal atmosphere is deeply permeated in a primordial field of Japanese life and culture.
APPENDIX B SUPPLEMENTARY COM-MENTS ON THE FIELD AND THE PLACE
The Lynchian congnition model or the so-called such existential theories as discussed in NorbergSchulz (1971) 19) , Relph (1976) 20) and others, including verbal interventions, seem to propose structured place. These cognitive structures as lived traces of the body resemble particles floating upon the vast and boundless field.
As a compound sphere of terrain covered with atmosphere, the field is expected to provide primordial and pre-linguistic strata as germs of structured place, which is tightly integrated with the sense of body. Owing to its non-materialistic or chaotic potentialities, the field is apt to disentangle or mitigate the structural rigideness of the place.
